This month, we are giving the photo gallery of the “Bhima Teertham” which we renovated in the year 2014. The Teertham is located near Arjuna Teertham and on the main road leading to Ramar Padam. This Teertham was also not known to the local public as it was in a very dilapidated condition and was fully covered with Odai (Juliflora) trees and thus not noticed even by the regular pilgrims visiting the Ramar Padam. It is just like Arjuna Teertham.
JCB work is on for desilting

Workers from Madurai cleaning the Teertham area
Repairing and plastering of the age old Traditional water body – Bhima Teertham
Giving finishing touches – both inside and outside
Slowly and gradually the Traditional water body is taking shape with a proper walling and entrance.
Bhima Teertham is ready after giving the coat of Traditional colour